Abstract. For a solid sequence space A and a sequence of modulus functions $ = (ifk) let A(<E>) = {a; = (xt) : € A}. Provided another solid sequence space (i and a sequence of modulus functions = {ipk), we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the local boundedness and boundedness of superposition operators Pf from A(<J>) into /x(i') for some Banach sequence spaces A and fj, under the assumptions that topologies on the sequence spaces A($) and /i('I') are given by certain F-norms. As applications we characterize bounded superposition operators on some multiplier sequence spaces of Maddox type.
Introduction
Let N and R denote the set of all natural numbers and the set of all real numbers, respectively. Let u> be the vector space of all real sequences x = (xk) = (xk)keN-By the term sequence space, we shall mean any linear subspace of u).
Let A and /z be two sequence spaces and let /: N x M -> K be a function l/p £ p = {x = (x k ) e w: Y^ \ x k\ p < IMI/ P = \ X *\ P ) Pjfc=i fc=1
For p = 1 we write t instead of l\.
The local boundedness and boundedness of superposition operators on too, Co and £ p (1 < p < 00) has been studied by Dedagich and Zabreiko [1] , Suantai [14] and considered the boundedness of superposition operators on some generalized sequence spaces. The ideas used by them are useful for our considerations. In this note we give necessary and sufficent conditions for local boundedness and boundedness of superposition operators on some sequence spaces defined by a sequence of modulus functions.
Following Maddox [9] and Ruckle [11] we give It is known (see [13, 5] ) that on A(3>) we may define a natural F-seminorm (F-norm) topology under some restrictions on the F-seminormed (normed) space A and on the sequence of moduli $ = (<p k ). Let \I/ = (ipk) be another sequence of moduli. We investigate the local boundedness and boundedness of superposition operators Pf.
where A G {cq,£ p ,£oo} and // G (1 < P,q < 00). Our results generalize corresponding theorems about the boundedness of superposition operators from [1, 12] and [14] .
for all x = (Xk), y = {yu) from A with \yk\ < \xk\ (k E N).
An F-seminormed solid sequence space (A, g) is called an AK-space if for any x = (x k ) € A, where e k -(Ski)i^n (k S N) with ôki -1 iî k = i and Ski = 0 otherwise.
Let (A, g) and (/z, h) be two F-seminormed spaces. Recall that the superposition operator Pf. A -• n is said to be locally bounded if for any z E A there exist numbers a > 0 and ¡3 > 0 such that for all x € A with g(x -z) < a we have h(Pf(x) -Pf(z)) < (3. The superposition operator Pf is called bounded if sup{h(Pf(x)) : g(x) < Q) < oo for every g > 0.
If (A, g) is an F-seminormed sequence space, then for the topologization of A($) it is natural to use the functional where Soomer ([13] , Theorem 3) and Kolk ([5] , Theorems 1 and 2) proved the following statements about the topologization of A(i>). It is known that the spaces Co and £ p (1 < p < oo) are BK-AK-spaces with absolutely monotone norms || • || Co and || • respectively. By Proposition 2.2, the topology on the sequence space A(3>) with A G {co, t p ) is given by the F-norm
Since (£oo, || • H^) is not an AK-space, on the same F-norm topology can be given by Proposition 2.1 whenever $ satisfies (M) or (M').
For the proof of the main theorems we need the following lemmas. Proof. Suppose that the superposition operator Pf. A(<J>) -> /i(^) is locally bounded. Let i^: R -> A(<&) be the embedding defined for every u G R by the formula ik(u) -ue k G A($). First we show that ik is continuous at no G R. Let e > 0 be arbitrarily fixed. Since the moduli <pk are continuous from the right at 0, there exists S > 0 such that 0 < t < 6 implies \<Pk(t)\ < ||e fc (|a) -1 -If now |tt -uo\ < 5 then by (iii) we have ipk(\ u ~ u o|) < Vfc(i) < e (ll efc IU) _1 -Thus we get
Since the map ik is continuous and the operator Pf is locally bounded, then for any z G R there exists a, ¡3 > 0 so that, for any x G R with \z -x\ < a we have
Now, since the moduli ipk {k £ N) are unbounded, for some M > 0 we get
Thus, the functions f(k, •) are locally bounded. Finally, it is enough to notice that local boundedness and boundedness for scalar functions of a scalar variable are equivalent.
• 
Proof. If the functions f(k, •) (k = 1,..., r) are bounded on every bounded subset of real numbers T cl, then there exist
r).
teT Since the moduli ipk are nondecreasing, because of (2.2) we deduce
For a sequence space A we use the notation
By a finite sequence we mean a sequence x = (x k ) for which there exists ko G N such that 
then there exists a sequence a(/3) = (ak((3)) £ with ||a(/3)||£, < $(/?) such that for each k
whenever <pk(\t\) < PProof. Let (5 > 0. By the assumption, there exists $(/?) > 0 such that for any finite sequence x -(xk) the inequality (2.3) holds whenever (2.4) is satisfied. For every k £ N we define
M\f(k, t)|) = hp{k, t) +
<ak(P) + 2 1 /*(3-P/«mMt\)) p/q . Therefore, the inequality (2.5) holds for every k £ N if y?fc(|i|) < PNext we show that a(/3) € Z+ and \\a(P)\\eq < d{ (5) . By the definition of ak(P), for each e > 0 there is a sequence y(P,e) = (yk(P,e)) such that
Let y(P,e) = (yk(P,e)) be the sequence with (P,e) iihp (k,yk(l3,e) )^0, 
Now we use the inequality Since / satisfies (B), we have ak{(3) < oo (k € N).
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The inequality (2.12) is clear by (2.13).
Next we show that a(0) G £+ and IK/?)!^ < $(/?). By (2.13), for each e > 0 there is a sequence y(0,£) = (y k (0,e)) such that (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) >Pk ( The inequality ^/^(f?) < Uf :00 (o) is true because of (2.17) and ||$(x)||a < Q. •
Locally bounded superposition operators
In the following let $ = (<pk) and = (ipk) be two sequences of moduli. By the definition of a modulus it is not difficult to see that, for a fixed sequence z -(zk), the set of real numbers is bounded for every m G N and x > 0.
Recall that (see Now we are able to describe the local boundedness of superposition operator Pf.
Theorem 3.2. Let 1 < p, q < 00, A G {co,Z p } and /i G Assume that for [i = £oo the sequence = (ipk) satisfies one of conditions (M) and (M'). A superposition operator Pf. A(<£>) -> is locally bounded if and only if f satisfies (B).
Proof. If Pf is locally bounded, then / satisfies (B) by Lemma 2.3.
Conversely, suppose that Pf maps A($) into /i( v I / ) and / satisfies (B). Let 2: = (zk) G A(<ï>). By Proposition 3.1 we determine the numbers Ô > 0, 7 > 0, ko G N and the sequence (a^) G such that (3.1) holds. Let x = (xfc) G A($) with 
~ 2 2
Therefore, y?fc(|xfe|) < <5 for all k > m. From (3.1) we deduce that 
Bounded superposition operators
Let A, fi be two BK-spaces and $ = ('-Pk), ^ = (V ; fc) two sequences of moduli such that A($) and /i(^) are topologized by Proposition 2.1 or Proposition 2.2. It is easy to verify that if Pf : A(<£>) -• /¿(\I>) is bounded then it is also locally bounded. So, Lemma 2.3 shows that / satisfies the condition (B) if Pf is bounded, and e k € A (jfc G N).
The boundedness of superposition operators into can be described as follows. If A G {co,£qo}, then we have 00 . , (4.5) ||*(P/(x))|||, < (J>*(i>)) 9 ) 9 = ||a(^)|k < 00. k=1 The inequality rjf ^(g) < vjq(g) holds because of (4.3) and (4.4) or (4.3) and (4.5).
Necessity. Let Pf be a bounded superposition operator acting from A($) into iqi^) and x = (xk) G A($). By Lemma 2.3 the function / satisfies (B).
For a fixed g > 0, we have MPAx))\\tq<vfAQ) whenever < g. If A = £p, then by Lemma 2.5 there exists a sequence a (g) = (a,k(g) ) G with ||a(£»)||^ < VfA&) suc h that for every k G N,
we have (4.1). Prom Lemma 2.5 we also get < rjf^g), so
Hence we have Vftg(e) < (1 + 2 1/q )VfAë)-Otherwise, i.e., for A G {co,^oo}> we define
Since / satisfies (B), then ak(g) < 00 for every A; G N. The inequality (4.1) (with 7(g) = 0) is immediately clear. To prove that a(g) = (ak(g)) G let e > 0. By (4.6) there exists a sequence y(g,e) = {ykis-, £ )) such that (ZMf?)) 9 ) < £T(M\myk(e,e))\)) q ) +(E ^ )
= MPf(y(e,e)))\\eq+e< r]fAe)+ £ -
Hence, by the arbitrariness of e, we conclude that a(g) G with ||a(^)< Vf,n(o)-This also shows that Vf q(g) < r]j^{g).
• Next we characterize the boundedness of superposition operators acting from co($), £?{$) (1 < p < 00) and ^oo(^) into c0(\I>) and 4o($)- Since Ç it remains to apply Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
•
Applications
The classical sequence spaces co, £p, £oo (1 <P< oo) can be considered as the spaces co ( . We note that sequence spaces of type £(p) were introduced much earlier by Orlicz [10] . To apply our theorems for the multiplier spaces of Maddox type, we put r = max{l,supfcpfc} and define the sequence of moduli $ = (ipk) by Mt) = (Kl*r /r (k G N).
Then the spaces £oo{p, u), co(p, u) and £(p, u) we may consider as the spaces £oo(i»), co($) and respectively. So, by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, the F-norm g$(x) = sup\ukxk\ Pk/r k is defined on co(p, u) for any p and on £oo(p,u) under the restriction infkpk > 0. We remark that if mikpk > 0, then £oo(p) = £<x> and £00(p,u)
reduces to normed space T<x>{U) = {x £ UJ: ||a; || = sup \ukxk\ < oo}. Pf : £(p,v) -> £ ([12] , Theorems 1 and 8; [14] , Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the case pk = 1 (k G N)).
Let q = (qk) be another bounded sequence of strictly positive numbers and v = (vk) be a sequence such that vk 0 (k G N). Now, putting s = max{l, supfc qk} and defining the sequence of moduli VP = (ipk) by Suantai ([14] , Theorems 3.1-3.3 and 3.5, the case p^ = 1 (k € N)) and Sama-ae ([12] , Theorems 2, 9 and 13, Corollary 3) studied the local boundedness and boundedness of superposition operators Pf : (p,u) -> I and Pf : £(p, v) -> i for the multipliers (5.1).
